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To be able to identify and quickly respond to threats and risks
in automation systems, operators need to gain a clear view
of the activities occurring within their environments. But that
perspective can be hard to obtain in constantly-changing process
control environments that are populated with disparate systems,
applications and devices.
Through a partnership with Industrial Defender, Schneider Electric is able to
offer the company’s Automation Systems Manager (ASM). Its Monitor solution
provides an unprecedented level of situational awareness into automation
systems through event data collection from heterogeneous industrial endpoints.
The Monitor solution’s capabilities include centralized event logging, correlation
and archiving. It also provides consolidation of log data for forensic analysis.
And it does all of this through a dashboard that the user can customize.

A single pane of glass
While automation environments are a mix of heterogeneous assets, the Monitor
solution provides a single, unified view into activities across the asset base.
This centralized approach to monitoring reduces labor requirements, allowing
operators to focus on availability of the service.

The customizable dashboards allow users to populate the information that is
important to them, whether by event type, location or operating system.

Supporting best practices
Whether meeting NERC CIP requirements for monitoring, following best practices
outlined by SANS or CPNI, or simply adhering to corporate requirements, event
logging is a critical component of security, compliance and change management.

A single, unified view into activities across the asset base.
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Turnkey solutions
Schneider Electric and Industrial

Monitor

ASM Capabilities
Event logging, correlation, and archiving

Defender offer two turnkey

Asset management

solutions for automation systems

Single, unified view across disparate endpoint base

management, which include

Customizable user interface dashboards

software, hardware, and services

Scalable architecture

purpose-built for operational
environments. With a single,
unified view into common
activities and processes across

Configuration change management
File integrity
Network traffic monitoring
Report subscriptions
Critical process and service monitoring

security, compliance and change

User account change identification

management, owners of critical

Device configuration file archiving

infrastructure are able to drive

Understand network and system health and performance

operational excellence. Available

Maintain central configuration policy

today, the capabilities of the
Monitor and Manage solution
bundles are listed at right.

Manage

Collect and report on settings, accounts, and configurations
Analyze changes across asset base and environment
Manage hardened electronic security perimeter

A strong partner
Schneider Electric’s partner,
Industrial Defender, is the global leader in security,
compliance and change management solutions
for industrial control systems. The company has
more than a decade of experience dedicated to
ICS cybersecurity, and has completed more than
10,000 global technology deployments to secure
critical infrastructure systems in 25 countries. Its
clients include many Fortune 100 companies.
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